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"Chhattisgarh, Mahaan Pradesh, Hamar Garv, Hamar Abhiman!" 

(Chhattisgarh, a great state, our pride, our honor!) 
 
On the 1st of November, 2023, a vibrant celebration marked Chhattisgarh Foundation Day at 

DAV MUKHYAMANTRI PUBLIC SCHOOL in Parsada-Ved Masturi. A special assembly 

was meticulously organized in honor of Chhattisgarh Divas. The event showcased a spectrum 
of talents as children enthralled the audience with Sua Nritya (prayer dance), speeches, and a 

captivating folk dance representing the cultural 

richness of Chhattisgarh. 

 
The festivities extended beyond student 

performances, with teachers contributing their 

part by delivering speeches and reciting 
Chhattisgarhi poems, adding an educational and 

cultural depth to the celebration. The entire 

gathering reveled in the festivities, making it a 

day of shared joy and pride. This celebration 
marked a significant moment for everyone 

involved, as the collective effort to showcase and 

honor Chhattisgarh's cultural heritage was met 
with enthusiasm and appreciation. The occasion 

not only brought the school community together 

but also served as a testament to the cultural diversity and richness that defines Chhattisgarh. 

 

"Harmony in Action: Crafting Tomorrow through Integrated 

Projects." 

 
In the November 4, 2023 edition of the DAV 

Mukhyamantri Public School newsletter, Usha Patel 
Ma’am highlighted an engaging workshop on art 

integration with the theme centered around Kerala. The 

workshop covered diverse aspects, including the 
introduction to Kerala, its rich culture, traditional dress, 

delectable cuisine, expansive geographical features, 

vibrant festivals, and the educational landscape. The 

session delved into the intricacies of the language 
spoken in Kerala. 
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Teachers at the workshop gained valuable insights into the multifaceted facets of Kerala, 
broadening their understanding of the state's diversity and uniqueness. The interactive session 

provided a comprehensive overview, fostering a deeper appreciation for the cultural nuances 

and educational practices in Kerala. Usha Patel Maam's adept delivery ensured that the 

participants not only absorbed information but also experienced the essence of Kerala through 
this art-integrated approach. 

 

The workshop successfully served its purpose of being an enriching learning experience, 
equipping educators with a broader perspective that they can integrate into their teaching 

methodologies. Overall, the event contributed significantly to the professional development of 

the teaching staff at DAV Mukhyamantri Public School. 

 

"Empower Tomorrow, Celebrate Today: Happy Children's Day!" 

 
DAV Mukhyamantri Public School in Ved Parsada, 

Masturi, organized a vibrant Children's Day 

celebration on 8 November 2023 centered around 
the theme of Kerala. The event featured a delightful 

array of activities, including a teachers' song, 

spirited rounds of Antakshari, engaging games, 

lively dances, and a scrumptious spread of Kerala 
cuisine. 

 

The festivities commenced with a heartwarming 

performance by the teachers, adding a personal 
touch to the celebration. Antakshari, a popular 

musical game, filled the air with laughter and 

melody as both students and teachers participated 
enthusiastically. Various engaging games added an 

extra layer of excitement, fostering a sense of camaraderie among the attendees. 

 

The highlight of the event was the spirited dance performances, 
where students showcased their talent and creativity, bringing the 

theme of Kerala to life through captivating choreography. To 

enhance the cultural experience, a variety of traditional Kerala 
food items were served, allowing everyone to savor the flavors 

of the region. 

 

The Children's Day celebration was a resounding success, with 
children thoroughly enjoying the diverse and entertaining 

program. It not only provided a platform for showcasing talent 

but also fostered a sense of unity and celebration within the 
school community. 
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A delightful picnic for the 

primary section took place on 

November 9, 2023, Fruit 
Garden Parsada-Ved featuring 

a fun-filled field visit. The kids 

had a great time, exploring 
various places as guided by 

their teachers. The event 

provided a joyful experience 

for everyone involved, creating 
lasting memories for the young 

participants. 

 
 

 

 

“Together, we sow the seeds of knowledge, and together, we reap the 

fruits of success.” 

 
The DAV MUKHYAMANTRI PUBLIC School in Parsada Ved hosted a vibrant event on 

November 25, 2023, bringing together students from Nursery to Class 2, along with their 

parents, for a day filled with laughter and interaction. Various engaging activities were 
organized, fostering a delightful connection between parents and their children. 

 

Fun games, including Dress Up, Pick 
the Ball, and Cups Game, were 

meticulously planned for both parents 

and students to enjoy together. The 

lively atmosphere resonated with the 
joyous laughter of children and the 

enthusiastic participation of parents, 

creating lasting memories. Adding an 
educational touch to the event, a 

Parents-Teacher Meet was also 

conducted. Parents participated with 

remarkable enthusiasm, forging stronger bonds with teachers. This collaborative effort 
between educators and parents contributes to the holistic development of the students. 

 

The event successfully achieved its goal of not only providing a platform for fun and games 

but also fostering a sense of community within the school. As children reveled in the joy of 
play, and parents actively engaged in both recreational and educational aspects, the school 

community emerged strengthened and more closely knot. 
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Empowering Minds, Transforming Futures: Unleashing Innovation at the IT 

Workshop 
 
On November 25, 2023, DAV 

Mukhjyamantri Public School hosted a 

dynamic teachers' workshop, led by IT 

teacher Fakeha Khan. The focal point of 
this enlightening session was "How to 

Prepare Question Papers: Hardcopy vs. 

System." Educators from diverse 
backgrounds participated in engaging 

discussions and practical demonstrations, 

exploring the nuances of crafting effective 

assessments using both traditional hardcopy 
methods and modern technological systems. The workshop kicked off with an overview of the 

crucial role well-crafted question papers play in evaluating students' understanding and 

creating a conducive learning environment. Participants were introduced to innovative 
techniques and tools for designing assessments that cater to diverse learning styles. This event 

served as a unique platform for teachers to share their experiences and best practices, fostering 

a collaborative atmosphere that promoted continuous professional development. The 

integration of technology into question paper preparation was a central theme, emphasizing 
the advantages and considerations when transitioning from traditional methods to digital 

formats. Armed with newfound knowledge and skills, teachers left the workshop ready to 

implement innovative approaches in their classrooms. The success of the event underscored 
DAV M Public School's commitment to fostering excellence in education and empowering 

educators to adapt to the evolving landscape of teaching methodologies. 

 

 

This is the Mool Mantra, the fundamental statement in Sikhism, emphasizing 

the oneness of God and various divine attributes 
 
On the 25th of November, 2023, a vibrant celebration unfolded at our school in honor of 

Gurunanak Jayanti. The joyous event, held on a Saturday, brought together students from 

classes 3 to 11 for a day filled with various activities. 
 

The festivities commenced with engaging 

activities, including a lively painting session 

open to students from class 3 to 11. Dance 
performances added a rhythmic flair to the 

celebration, showcasing the diverse talents 

within our student body. Classes 7 to 9 
participated in reciting Gurubani, immersing 

themselves in the spiritual teachings of 

Gurunanak Saheb.  
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The younger students, from classes 3 to 5, took center stage with a delightful fancy dress 

segment, where they showcased their creativity and imagination. The thematic focus on 

Gurunanak Saheb's life and teachings allowed children to not only participate actively but also 

gain insights into the revered figure's 
philosophy.   

 

The celebration reached its pinnacle with 
Principal Mrs. Shweta Shrivastava 

extending warm wishes to the students. She 

emphasized the importance of active 

participation in events, encouraging students 
to immerse themselves in such occasions. 

Her motivational words resonated with the 

young minds, inspiring them to contribute 
enthusiastically to future events. Overall, the 

Gurunanak Jayanti celebration was a resounding success, fostering a sense of cultural 

awareness and unity among students. Through the blend of art, dance, spirituality, and 

imaginative expression, the event left a lasting impression on the hearts and minds of our 
school community. 

 

“Success does not come from the comfort zone” 

 
In a dazzling showcase of skill and sportsmanship, the DAV National Sport Cluster Level 
Games unfolded in Devrikhurd on November 29, 2023, featuring gripping competitions in 

Karate and Wushu. The young 

talents from DAV Masturi left 
an indelible mark, with Aastha 

Pandey shining as she clinched 

the gold medal in a fiercely 

contested category. 
 

Duke Aryan's resilience earned 

him the bronze, while Jairam 
showcased finesse to secure the 

silver. Bhupendra added to the 

glory with a commendable 

performance, earning a well-
deserved gold medal. 

 

DAV Masturi's kids exhibited not just dedication to sports but also highlighted the nurturing 

environment provided by the school. The victories at the cluster level attest to the hard work, 
discipline, and guidance imparted to these young athletes. 
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As we celebrate these achievements, let's applaud 
the commitment of both the students and their 

mentors. The success at the DAV National Sport 

Cluster Level Games reflects not only individual 

triumphs but also underscores the collective spirit 
of sportsmanship fostered within the DAV 

Masturi community. Congratulations to all 

participants for their exemplary performance and 
for bringing honor to the school. 

 

 

 
 

Cluster level Athletics: kelega India tabhi to jeetega India 
In the recently held Cluster level Athletics organized by DAV National Sports on November 
30, 2023, in Godhi, Bilha, a remarkable feat was achieved by DAV MPS student Hirendra 

Sahu. Displaying exceptional athleticism, Sahu clinched the silver medal in both the 200-

meter race and shot put, showcasing an outstanding performance that illuminated the school's 
name. 

 

Hirendra Sahu's stellar performance not 

only highlighted his individual prowess but 
also brought glory to DAV MPS. His 

noteworthy achievements underscored the 

school's commitment to nurturing talent and 
fostering excellence in sports. The young 

athlete's commendable display of skill and 

determination reflected positively on the 

school's dedication to holistic development. 
 

Hirendra Sahu's participation in the event 

was marked by a commendable blend of 
skill and sportsmanship. His exemplary 

performance resonated with the audience 

and competitors alike, earning him well-

deserved acclaim. The school takes pride in 
Sahu's achievements, and his success serves 

as an inspiration for fellow students, 

reinforcing the significance of sports in 

shaping well-rounded individuals. Overall, 
the event proved to be a platform where 

talent met recognition, and DAV MPS 

emerged with flying colors, celebrating an 
extraordinary display of sporting prowess 

by one of its own. 
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